In image compression and video coding, quantization error helps to reduce the amount of information of the high frequency components. However, in temporal prediction the quantization error contributes its value as noise in the total residual information. Therefore, the residual signal of the inter-picture prediction is greater than the expected one and always differs zero value even input video contains only homogeneous frames. In this paper, we reveal negative effects of quantization errors in inter prediction and propose a video encoding scheme which is able to avoid side effects of quantization errors in the stationary parts. We propose to implement a motion detection algorithm as the first stage of video encoding to separate the video into two parts: motion and static. The motion information allows us to force residual data of non-changed part to zero and keep the residual signal of motion regularly. Beside, we design block-based filters which improve motion results and filter those results fit into block encode size well. Fixed residual data of static information permits us to pre-calculate its quantized coefficient and create a bypass encoding path for it. Experimental results with the JPEG compression (MJPEG-DPCM) showed that the proposed method produces lower bitrate than the conventional MJPEG-DPCM at the same quantization parameter and a lower computational complexity.
Introduction
The growth of Internet of Things (IoT) in industry has been garnering substantial momentum in the last few years. As Gartner's prediction [9] , the number of internet-connected IoT devices (not including smart phones and personal computers) will reach 20 billions by 2020. One important subset of the IoT devices is Internet-enabled surveillance cameras (i.e., Internet Protocol cameras or IP cameras). According to MarketsandMarkets' report, the value of video surveillance applications market achieved $25.5 billion in 2016 and is expected to reach $71.28 billion by 2020 [6] . IP cameras are well sold for consumer and business * Corresponding author: Xuan-Tu Tran. Email: tutx@vnu.edu.vn uses. Everything from keeping an eye on the kids, the nanny and the wildlife in the garden, through to monitoring shops, offices and car parks will be possible.
The rapid emergence of embedded video surveillance favorably opens a chance of developing a specific video coding for this area. In contrast of encoding movie videos, embedded surveillance camera systems demand a video codec that keeps running at very low power consumption, low resource requirement as much as possible and has an ability to do pre-processing, but responses real-time signals.
Various standards have been used for compression digital video signal. They can be classified into two categories: Motion Estimation based approaches such as H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding), HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding); and still image compression approaches such as Motion JPEG (MJPEG), Motion JPEG2000 (MJPEG 2000) . Recently, almost surveillance systems support H.264/AVC or MJPEG, or even both of them.
MJPEG is known as the simplest video codec [3] . It encodes each frame of video sequence separately into a JPEG bitstream. Compared to other video codecs, MJPEG requires a minimum hardware resource and is strongly recommended for limited systems. Another advantage is that it is only based on JPEG standard, thus it is widely supported and can be easily setup. However, it produces encoded bitstreams which are much higher bitrate than H.264/AVC or H.265/HEVC bitstreams at the same quality. An encoded MJPEG bitstream of video at 640 × 480@30fps consumes 5 to 10Mbps. Therefore, we have to encode the difference between two continuous frames as in [10] to reduce frame rate and chose a suitable frame resolution to adapt the available bandwidth and storage capability.
H.264/AVC is known as MPEG-4 Part 10/AVC for Advanced Video Coding. It was firstly introduced in 2003 [4]. H.264/AVC provides good video quality at substantially lower bitrate than previous standards without increasing the complexity of design so much. H.264/AVC encoder can achieve average image quality with a compression ratio of 60 : 1, while MJPEG's compression ratio is only up to 15 : 1, and previous MPEG-4 standard is only a half compression ratio as H.264/AVC at a similar quality. Therefore, H.264/AVC has rapidly replaced previous MPEG standards for movie applications which accept very high latency. Implementing H.264/AVC in real-time application is hardly at all because of its complexity and latency. An embedded camera surveillance system using H.264/AVC requires a high performance center processing unit or a system with hardware codec.
H.265/HEVC is the successor of H.264/AVC video codec standard. It achieves twice compression ratio as much as H.264/AVC [5] but requires more power full system to be implemented. HEVC standard is designed for high resolution video, up to 8192 × 4320 (8K Ultra-High-Definition (UHD)). At this moment, embedding HEVC into surveillance camera systems is quite limited because of the hardware constraints.
Each discussed video codec has its advantages and disadvantages. However, they share the same video coding scheme Hybrid based on Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM), and none of them considers side effects of quantization error and any characteristics of surveillance video sequences. Quantization error, which is the difference between original data and dequantized data, plays as the key to reduce the amount of information of high frequency components that are low sensitive to human eyes system. However, in inter prediction, quantization error prevents detecting stationary blocks and lets the residual information differ zero value even there is no change in series frames. Including quantization errors in residual information of static part not only decreases the compression ratio and the quality of the inter frame but also increases the Entropy coding time. Then, for each stationary block, if whose residual information is zero, we will save the bitrate and keep the quality as its predictor without any quantization factor dependency. In surveillance, there is a large percentage of nonmotion area which lets us achieve good exchange.
In this work, we reveal side effects of quantization error on inter frames and propose a video encoding diagram for surveillance applications which is able to eliminate the negative effects of quantization errors in inter frames. The proposed video coding has ability to recognize the change between frames by implementing a motion detection algorithm at the first stage. Beside that, block based filters are also designed to improve the quality of motion detection algorithm and filter motion results fit into block encode size. The class division lets create a bypass encoding path to avoid quantization errors and speed up coding process for static areas.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reveals side effects of quantization error on inter frame. Section 3 provides a solution for quantization error issues. Section 4 introduces a fast and robust motion detection algorithm, called Zipfian, which plays as motion detection in the proposed video coding scheme. Section 5 presents a block-based filter for motion detection. Section 6 shows the detail of the proposed video coding scheme and Section 7 is the results of test case with the JPEG standard. Finally, some conclusions and future works will be given in Section 8.
Effect of Quantization Error in Inter Frame
In video codecs, to reduce transmission rate of digital picture information and guarantee encoder to share the same set of reference pictures with its decoder, the Differential Pulse Code Module (DPCM) has been applied. However, the use of DPCM requires some cautions, the frame transmission error tends to propagate and severely degrade the frame/video quality. Figure 1 shows the basic block functions of DPCM in video coding. In this figure, each input block I, the transmission error/residual information R is the difference between the current block data and its reference data I , R = I − I t 1 . The energy of residual data R is significant less than the raw data I, but it is still more than the expectation R = I − I t 1 , especially inter frame. This problem comes from the quantization error Qe = Q − Q in the reference data/decoded buffer image/reconstructed buffer image I t = I t 1 + R = I t 1 transmission error energy, the quantization error also degrades the video quality at inter frames. A typical case in surveillance video has been simulated to reveal side effects of quantization at inter-frames as in Figure 2 . In this simulation, a video contains only homogeneous frames, and from the second frame are encoded by two methodologies: DPCM model and fixed R to the expected value. In the DPCM scheme, the error R 2 is the difference between I 2 and the decoded data D 1 of I 1 JPEG bitstream. Another methodology, the residual data R exp is the difference between the twin frames and R exp ≡ 0. Residual data from both methodologies is encoded to JPEG bitstream. Then, we compare result both methodologies at two sides: size of encoded bitstream and the quality of reconstructed frame. Figure 3 is the diagram of residual values R 2 at Quantization Parameter (QP) =75 at the second frame in generated video. As shown, the R 2 values has cosines shape, the peak value is up to more than 20/255 (255 is number values of 8-bit pixel data) and the average of absolute |R 2 (x)| is more than 1.4. Consequently, in the right side of Figure  3 , the bitstream size of all inter frames from DPCM model are always greater than the expectation, and the difference increases by each QP. In range QP < 20, the difference bitstream size is nearly zero because of very high quantization coefficients. QP in range [20:70], it increases slightly, and at QP = 70, the size of inter bitstream from DPCM is twice as much as the expectation. From QP = 70, the difference increases significantly by each QP. Although using DPCM increases bitstream size, however the reconstructed frame quality still degrades and the quality is inverse proportion to the size. Because, if the R 2 increases, the error between D 2 = DR 2 + D 1 and D 1 will increase. As shown, we lose both the quality and bitrate of the inter frame.
Another problem of DPCM or quantization error in inter prediction is that it provides untrusted information of non-motion frame. In video coding, the Group of Picture (GOP) structure has been applied since MPEG-1. This parameter guarantees that almost all of scenes in current encoding frame I and its predictor are similar. However, fixed the GOP parameter wastes the bitrate for encoding frame by intra-prediction when there is no change in series frames. Dynamic (adaptive) GOP is one of the solutions, but quantization error always provides us non-zero residual frame data (motion frame). Hence, applying dynamic GOP requires a more trusted information of non-motion frame.
Avoiding Quantization Error in Static
The couple quantization and de-quantization processes produce quantization errors by themselves, except only one situation that DCT (R m×n ) ≡ 0 m×n . Hence, a solution for those cases as the simulation in Figure 2 is forcing the error R m×n = 0 m×n when all pixels in a block are unchanged.
Ideally, detecting unchanged pixels is done easily by computing the difference between adjacent frames. However, this methodology does not filter invisible objects in human eyes systems such as windy, slight lightning, etc or unstable stage of camera. Additionally, DPCM also contributes its quantization errors as noises into the prediction data. Figure 4 shows the results of detecting unchanged pixels by differential methodology I t (x) − I t−1 (x) (without quantization error factor) of two video sequences, Akiyo and Hall. At the first row, almost all of frames are static in human eyes systems. It takes more than 70% of frame area. Perfectly, the mask of pixel status should be all white with only black around and inside the human. However, this methodology without threshold as in the second row of Figure 4a and Figure 4b presents the masks of motion and stationary pixels horribly. Because the recorded frame is under the influence of the unstable stage of image sensor and includes invisible motions in human eyes systems. The difference with threshold provides the mask is much better than without threshold. However, choosing a threshold value affects to the accuracy of system directly.
The works in [7, 11] describe the powerful of motion detection algorithms. They are widely used in surveillance, monitoring systems and alert whenever a strange motion appeared. Basically, motion detection algorithms have ability of focusing on interesting motion objects and filtering unwanted motions. Those features open an opportunity of implementing motion detection algorithms into video codec to force the residual information of stationary part to zero value R(x) = 0.
A Simple Motion Detection Algorithm: Zipfian
The growing interest of full automatic surveillances promotes the development of motion detection algorithms. By the time, more and more motion detection algorithms are invented [7, 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] . All of them try to separate all pixels of each frame into two classes: the background -pixels belong to static scene; and the foreground -pixels belong to moving scene. 4 EAI Endorsed Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 22 | e2 Background subtraction is a widely used technique for detecting moving objects in static cameras. This technique tries to build a model of background. Then, the foreground model is obtained by comparing the difference between current frame and the background model. Recently, Sigma-Delta, Zipfian and Vibe are the most attractive algorithms use this technique [7, [11] [12] [13] .
Zipfian Estimation is a well-known low complexity motion detection algorithm [12] , which is a combination of the Sigma-Delta algorithm with a statistical estimation, called a Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution. Algorithm 1 shows all steps in Zipfian Estimation. Firstly, the variance threshold σ according to the frame indexed t is computed: σ = 2 m 2 p , where m is the bit length of a pixel, p is the greatest 2 p value that divides (t mod 2 m ). The current background M t is updated from previous background model M t−1 whenever variance V t is greater than the variance threshold σ . Next, O is the absolute difference between current input frame I t and the current background model M t . To avoid autoreference, the variance V t is updated by a period T v and the previous variance which is not equal N × O. Where, T v is a variance update period and N is an amplification factor of the variance V t (usually from 1 to 4). Finally, a pixel x is motion if only if its absolute difference O(x) is over its variance V t (x).
Algorithm 1: Zipfian estimation
find the greatest 2 p that divides (t mod 2 m )
The advantage of the Zipfian Estimation is straight forward to compute in any fixed-point arithmetic, using a limited instruction set: absolute difference, comparison and increment/decrement. Thus, it is well adapted to real-time applications. Compared to other motion detection algorithms as in [7] , the Zipfian is the fastest algorithm; its speed is twice time as much as the second fastest (Vibe). The limitation of the Zipfian Estimation is the quality of the foreground, it still has many noises -static pixels, and extracting foreground can be inefficient in complicated background. Those noises prevent force residual block R in Section 3 to zero matrix.
Block based Filter for Motion Detection Algorithm
Motion detection algorithms are able to discard small motions. However, the mask of pixel status still has many noises, especially low cost algorithms like series Sigma-Delta. It prohibits forcing the residual data of invisible or unwanted motion R to zero matrix. Block based filters are designed to filter those noises and bring the output to nearly truth ground. The fundamental of filters are from the characteristic of results from motion detection algorithm and the real motions. Additionally, applying filters in block shape size fits with rectangular video frame and block based image transform such as DCT, Wavelet.
In fact, motion probability around human visible motions is much greater than noises or invisible 5 EAI Endorsed Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 22 | e2 motions. From this fact, analyzing the probability of motion in a block is a feasible solution. Algorithm 2 is an example of using probability methodology to classify each block into static or motion type. As shown, the sum of motion pixels sum in each block is computed and compared to a threshold, called block threshold bthresh. The bthresh represents the probability threshold pthresh in specific block size, btresh = pthresh × block size. Figure 5 shows the output of Zipfian Estimation algorithm without and with the probability filter. In this test, the block size is 4 × 4 as the current minimum supported block size in video coding. As shown, the first row is the only Zipfian Estimation, the two other rows are Zipfian Estimation with probability filter pthresh = 25% and 40%, respectively. The two last rows with probability filter clearly give us much better results than without filter. Almost all of unwanted motions/noises in static scene are removed, and regions of true motions are focused. This result supports forcing the residual matrix to zero matrix as well as avoid (a) two filters with pthresh = 25% and radius neighbor is 1.
(b) two filters with pthresh = 40% and radius neighbor is 1. Figure 6 . Zipfian Estimation with two proposed filters.
the quantization error of static scenes. The higher the pthresh is, the more small motion region is reassigned as stationary is.
Another fact is that the size of an interesting objects is equal to several blocks. And, whenever an object moves, the changed pixels include pixels at the previous object position and the current object position. As shown in Figure 5 , there are several isolated motion blocks (note that a motion block does not have any motion neighbors), which maybe from unstable stage of camera or invisible motion. It makes senses to remove more redundancies from isolated motion block. Normally, detecting an isolated block is done via considering the characteristic of its neighbors. Moreover, to increase the accuracy of motion detection algorithm, static blocks around large motion or motion zone are reassigned to motions. This helps us keep detail view of both the motions and its environment.
Algorithm 3: Isolation filter
Set const = 2 is a threshold to reassign stationary to motion Find sum is total number of motion neighbors foreach neighbor of block x do if B(x) = 1 then sum + 1
if sum > const | {x = 1 && sum > 0} then motion else stationary Algorithm 3 is an example of isolation filter algorithm. In this algorithm, sum is the total number of its motion neighbors. Whenever, the current block is motion and there is at least one motion neighbor, this block is true motion block. And, whenever the sum is greater than const, it means that the current block is around or inside a true motion zone, then this block will also be assigned as a motion block. In contrast, the current block will be stationary. 6 EAI Endorsed Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 22 | e2 Figure 6 presents the results of Zipfian Estimation with two proposed filters. Low motion probability blocks are classified to stationary block, all of isolated motion blocks are reassigned to stationary and the motion regions are more focused.
In the isolation filter, the status of the current block depends on the status of its neighbors. Hence, the conventional processing order as in the JPEG, HEVC requires doing motion detection whole neighbors before. It prevents running motion detection, filters and encoding in parallel or using pipeline techniques. To support those tasks work parallel or pipeline, a new block processing order are used. Figure 7 shows the proposed processing order in sub-sampling Y only and YCbCr 4:2:0. 
Proposed Video Encoder Avoids Quantization Error of Static Scene in Inter Frame
In Section 2 and Section 3, we have discussed the negative influence of quantization error on static scenes and provided a feasible solution. This section, we would like to introduce the detail implementation of those experienced into video encoding scheme.
Motion Detection Block Based Filters
Static ? Figure 8 . Proposed encoding architecture for fixed predictor from the previous decoded video frame. Figure 8 shows the proposed encoding architecture for predictor from the previous decoded video frame. Normally, the residual data is the difference between current data and its predictor, and is computed firstly. However, to eliminate side effect of quantization errors, the residual computation depends on the block status. Hence, motion detection and block-based filters are processed firstly as in Figure 8 . For a stationary block, its residual block is equal to zero matrix and its quantized block is also zero matrix absolutely without any computation. Other blocks, the residual information is the difference between current data and predictor data from previous decoded frame R(x) = I t (x) − D t−1(x) . Finally, residual data of both block types is encoded by the same Entropy encoding. In reconstruction stage, the decoded data D t of a stationary block are assigned to previous decoded data block D t−1 .
DCT & Quantization
To reconstruct data of motion block, the quantized data has to go through de-quantization, inverse transform and reconstruction processes, respectively. Figure 9 . Proposed encoding architecture for Motion Estimation based video standards. Figure 9 shows the proposed encoding architecture for Motion Estimation based standards such ad HEVC or H.264/AVC. Compared to Hybrid encoding architecture, this architecture has two more processes: motion detection and block-based filters, and a bypass encoding path for stationary block. The same as Figure  8 , the two new processes in Figure 9 run firstly and defines status of each block. Encode data of stationary block includes matrix of zero and a fixed motion vector which points to the same block position in previous decoded buffer. Absolutely, the decoded data of stationary D t (x) is equal to previous decoded data D t−1 (x). Others blocks are encoded and reconstructed step by step as in conventional Hybrid video coding scheme.
As described, those ideas have to pay cost for motion detection and block based filters processes, and save cost in encoding and reconstruction path of stationary blocks. Comparing to the conventional Hybrid (DPCM) video coding scheme, the coding time and bitrate of this 7 EAI Endorsed Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 22 | e2 scheme depend on three more factors: the complexity of motion detection algorithm, block based filters, and static percentage.
Experience of the Proposed Video Encoding Architecture with JPEG Standard
Implementing JPEG image compression standard in the proposed video encoding architecture is chosen for number reasons. JPEG is really low complexity, is wide supported by the industry and used in low performance system. In JPEG, there are Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and quantization processes which are implemented in almost all of video coding standards. Additionally, JPEG has no standard and no GOP constraint.
In this test, the JPEG is implemented into the proposed encoding architecture for fixed predictor from previous decoded video frame as in Figure 8 . Because JPEG bit-stream only accepts data in range [0:255]. Hence, the residual data R and reconstruction data D of motion are computed as in Equations 1-2, respectively. Figure 12 shows more details of the bitrate in Figure 10 at typical quantization parameter [50-80]. As shown, the saved birate is from several tens kbps to several hundreds kpbs. All the saved bitrate are from forcing residual data of stationary to zero value.
As the complexity dependency of proposed video codec in Section 6, Table 1 summarizes number operations of all main processes per block 8 × 8 in proposed encoding architecture: Zipfian Estimation, Block-Based filters, transform (DCT) and quantization The operations set includes comparison, shift, addition/subtraction, multiply and division. In Zipfian Estimation algorithm, all of its parameters: N and T v are set to 4, and the total number of operations is the worst case. As shown in the table, to classify block status, preprocessing stage spends up to 472 operations, but more than 3 4 all of operations is comparison. About the couple DCT & quantization or the couple inverse DCT & de-quantization, each one spends nearly 1000 operations per block 8 × 8. This number is twice as much as preprocessing stage. Moreover, almost all of operations in (inv) DCT transform & quantization is additions, multiplications, and the bit-length data in those operations is higher than the bit-length of pixel data. We have taken an example to examine the trade off between JPEG with the proposed encoding architecture and JPEG with DPCM at complexity side. Assuming that, all operation types have the same complexity level and an image has 10 blocks 8 × 8, p blocks are stationary, (inv) DCT & quantization spends 1000 operations per block, preprocessing stage spends 500 operations per block. Then, we have the total number of operations in JPEG with DPCM s 1 and JPEG with the proposed model s 2 as in Equations 3 -4. In this comparison, the total number of operations in JPEG with proposed model is less than total number of operations in JPEG with DPCM whenever stationary probability p is greater than 25%.
(3) s 2 = 2 × (10 − p) × 1000 + 10 * 500 (4) s 1 > s 2 <=> p > 2.5 (5) Figure 11 represents percentage of motion in some sequences: Akiyo, Hall, New and Silent. As shown, the peak motion percentage is only up to a half. At this percentage, implementing JPEG into the proposed architectures is able to eliminate side effects of quantization errors, while it still keeps the complexity at lower level than JPEG with DPCM.
Beside quatitative computing, we have simulated the model at Figure 8 in testing environment as in Table 2 . 8 EAI Endorsed Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 22 | e2 with DPCM increases significantly when increasing the quantization parameter. In contrast, JPEG with the proposed model is almost independent with QP. Because only motion blocks joint to full encoding processes (included reconstruction). As quatitative computation in Equation 5, the smaller coding time understands well. 
Conclusion
The paper presented how the quantization error affects on stationary blocks. Beside increasing the encoded bitstream size and reducing the quality of reconstructing inter-frame, the entropy encoding time is also increased. To solve those problems, we proposed a novel encoding video scheme, which implements an efficient motion detection algorithm and block-based filters. Those additions help to separate motion and stationary parts, and provide necessary information to 9 EAI Endorsed Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems 10 2019 -01 2020 | Volume 7 | Issue 22 | e2 creates bypass in encoding path for static. Experimental results with MJPEG-DPCM proved that encoding static by the proposed path reduces bitstream size, increases quality of reconstruction frame and reduces total coding time, especially high stationary percentage video. At the same quantization factor, the proposed encoding scheme saves bitrate from tens kbps to hundreds kbps, and the running time is less than 85% as running time by MJPEG-DPCM. Those results open an opportunity to embed this coding scheme into embedded surveillance camera systems.
